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• • ABSTRACT

A method. developed earlier "by the author [Njau 1982a; 1982t ] . is used

to investigate distortions introduced into frequency spectra of signals by

the shapes of the sampling pulses involved. Conditions are established

under which the use of trapezoid or exponentially-edged pulses to digitize

signals can make the frequency spectra of the resultant data samples devoid

of the main features of the signals. This observation does not, however,

apply in any way to cosinusoidally-edged pulses or to pulses with cosine-

squared edges. Since parts of the Earth's surface and atmosphere receive

direct solar energy in discrete samples ( i .e . only from sunrise to sunset)

we have extended the technique and attempted to develop a theory that

explains the observed solar terrestrial relationships, A very good agree-

ment is obtained between the theory and previous long-term and short-term

observations.
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I . INTRQDUCTIOH •

Several... s c i e n t i f i c experiments and comaunicati-Qn systems involve

considerable handling and analysis of different signals.. Before being,

subjected to rather involving processing or analyses, continuous signals are

often time-sampled by means of either an-'electronic sample* in the form of a

simple switching mechanism or by .means of an analo-gne-to-digital converter.

Under extreme cases, sampling can alsb be carried out manually. The problem

with regard to electronic signal-sampling is that none of the sampling pulses

involved can be made instantaneous (i .e . equal to a real delta function).

Since in practice sampling pulses do have finite rise-times and fall-times,

i t is clear that pulses in this category can have trapezoid shapes or other

shapes depending on the response characteristics of the sampling device.

Trapezoidal pulses are nowadays very popular and common In some modern

electronics and related devices. However, the fact that some (electronic)

transducers and recorders do exhibit non-linear rise-time and fall-time

responses [e.g. Stark and Tuteur 1979; Murrill 1981] suggests that practical

sampling pulses can have different shapes. One of the major questions that

can he asked at this juncture is whether adoption of a particular pulse-shape

during the sampling of a signal introduces significant distortions into the

ultimate frequency domain structure of the signal in question. Additionally

one might ask whether any distortions introduced into frequency spectra of

signals merely by the shapes of the sampling pulses involved can be serious

enough to effectively mask significant information originally contained in

these signals. The aim of this paper is to try to investigate detailed

answers to these questions and also to others that are closely related to

them. As implied in the following sections, this work is an extension of

earlier works done by the author [Njau 1982a; Njau 1982b], I t involves

analyses upon three different shapes of possible sampling pulses, i .e .

trapeaoid shapes, exponentially-edged shapes and cosinusoidally-edged shapes.

In the fifth section of this paper, we show how the contents in Sec.IV can

be used to develop a mechanism by which the sun-weather relationships may be

explained.
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I I . TRAPEZOID PULtJES

Consider a trapeaoia sampling-pulsewhich rises linearly to a flat unity-

magnitude response in time a, and which keeps onto the unity response flat

level for time b before dropping linearly to aero in time c. Suppose such

a pulse is used to digitize signal f(t) from t = 0 up to t •= (H-l)k + a + b + c

in such a way that adjacent data samples are separated by time k and that

N is a positive integer. The H data samples form a quasi-continuous

time-dependent function which we shall denote by f (t). Besides, we denote

by fQ(t) the continuous portion of f(t) that lies between t = 0 and

t = (N-l)k + a + b + c. Let f(t) be made up of regular components f,(t),

fn(t),,,. ,f (t) whose periods are T , T ,... T , respectively. Correspondingly,

let ^ n ^ ^ constitute the continuous components f (t),
OL

( t )

whose periods are, respectively, T , T ,...,T . It can be shown through
1 c. L

simple extension of a method given elsewhere [Njau 1982a] that

= 2Tfon(t)
n-1 •—

I (1 )

where M = number of complete wavelengths in f (t),

T = X k + a ,
n n n _

z
n - !•„„ - O =57 + »„»yne Yni'

t

j
-00

and

B (t) = 0 for a l l (M X - l )k + a + h + c * pk + mT ,
n n n n

• 1 for a l l (M X - l )k + a + b + o < pk + mT
n n n

Mow if Fj(*>), F . (u) are the Fourier transforms of

t At) t fn( t) and f ( t ) , respectively, where ID is the radian frequency,

we can Fourier-transform Eq.(l) into the form:

u rj r ̂

6 = initial phase of
m
4 = final phase of f
ne

[a | (<k) = constant for a given n,

\& | (<k) = constant for a. given n,

D(pk + mT ) = | ^ -
t ' -a -b

x ^(t'-a-b) + t'"a~b'C •(t'-a-b-c)

for mT + pk ̂  t ̂  mT + pk + a + "t
n n

= 0 (or undefined) otherwise,

(2)

where j = -1 and * denotes convolution operation.

Surprisingly, an analysis of Eq.(2) shows that if b = c and that

each of a, b and c is much smaller than k, Eq.(2) takes the following form

for a l l frequencies less than or equal to the Nytjuist frequency:
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On
(u>) feero or nearly zero terms} Z 0 (3)

'fhis happens even though F (

not wholly equal to zero.

does have well-defined peaks and is obviously

On the other hand, if both a and c are sufficiently smaller than

b, F (<o) will contain a l l the expected peaks at (non-radian) frequencies
i 1

^— , — , . . . , — . It should be noted that each of these peaks will be
1 d L

broadened to beyond i t s correct widths. For example, if Z = 0 the peak at

UJ = — will be extended in width by up to a possible maximum of „ „ .
a peaks '

i^uite s ign i f ican t but " f a l s e " / w i l l form a t : i>
X

a, = % ? for n = 2 , 3 , . . . , / ; . . . ; ^ - ^ for n = 2 , 3 , . . . , ~- • As a

direct result of the use of the trapesoid shape for the sampling pulses, each

of the i. sets of false peaks given above decreases (in amplitude) gradually

o.s ui increases. The implication i:-, that each peak corresponding to a true

frequency is assured of an amplitude that is larger than that for any peak

corresponding to a harmonic frequency.

n n
for n = 2 , 3 , . . . ,

1 X

HI. EXPONENTIALLY-EDGED PULSES

A typical exponentially-edged pulse i s i l lus t r a t ed in F ig . l . I t i s

noted that if such a pulue is represented by a function E ( t ) , then

E(t) = e(t) r(t) exp [ -

where e(t) = 1 - expf-a^t) for t > 0 ,

= 0 for L < :">,

r(t) = 1 for i; j t ,< s

= 0 otherwise,

s = a + b + c ,

•ind t , t and r- ;irr; all constants.

If we use f.r-ijr.pli :ig pulses similar to that snown in Fig.l to digitise

lit) in the manner tlready explained in the previous section from t = 0

•jp to z - (N-l)k + ;• we should obtain a total of N data samples whose

fxact ?ourier transform F (us) is given as follows:
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[_ JUlt, +

(5)

An analysis of Eq.(5) shows that for extremely small values of t , ,

F (u) at 0 for any value of to equal to or less than the Byquist frequency.

However, if t is not extremely small F (m) will reveal peaks at all
1 1 e 1

the real (non-radian) frequencies —— , — ,..., 7̂ — . Besides, '.' da) will

an ^ 2 ' L Xn °
incorporate false peaks at UJ = ̂ ~— for n = 2,3,. •., J~ that correspond

to each true frequency — . Each set of false peaks decreases in -amplitude
n

as UJ increases, but this decrease is not as rapid as in the case vhere

trapezoid sampling pulses are employed. As in the latter case, e;ieh peak

corresponding to a true frequency Ls artificially broadened.



IV . COSINUSOIDALLI-EDGED PULSES

Fig.2 illustrates a typical cosinusoidally-edged pulse, i .e . one In

which each edge is a quarter of a complex cycle generated by an appropriate

cosine or sine wave. The following constant terms will be used in the analysis

that follows:
2ir

^ =
0

V
t1

0

and

Wow if we digitise f(t) in the manner described in Sec.II "but using sampling

pulses similar to that illustrated in Fig.2, the resultant K data samples

will have an exact Fourier transform F (uj) which is given as

+

Sfv, (i kw)j
(6)

[ I f ' l l ^ ' ^ . v n J T\ I r\

A detailed examination of Eq.(6) shows that there appears to be no

conditions that can be imposed upon parameters t tt, t , t , t and t, (short

of making all of them equal to zero which would in any way invalidate the

whole investigation) that would make the true frequencies u ~ — ,

Hi =7jr-,...,uj = ̂ r" a s well as their harmonics (within the limits of the
2 L

Myquist frequency) fail to show up significantly In F {as). This means that,

like the common rectangular pulses, cosinusoidaily-edged sampling pulses

ensure that apirt from some inevitable distortions [Hjau 1982b] all the

frequencies in the undigitised version of a signal show up unconditionally

- 7 -
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together with hanaonies in the Fourier transform of the corresponding digitised

version.

The harmonics of thetrua frequencies &r:_- distortions since they are

not actually present in the unsampled version, of the signal. In the present

case, these harmonic "requeneies are given as UJ = —-^- for n = 1,2,...,L

and m = 2,3,..., — . The amplitudes of each set of integrally related

harmonic frequencies decrease gradually a.s frequency increases.

V. APPLICATION TO SOLAH-TEKRESTEIAL RELATIONSHIPS

5.1 Introduction

Most of the energy in the Earth's atmosphere comes from the sun. A

great fraction of this solar energy is received at lower latitudes and there-

after some of it (i.e. the "excess" energy) is effectively transferred to

higher latitudes through various exchange mechanism [Beaty 198l]. Although

it is well known and fully accepted that it is the sun which supplies most of

the energy in our atmosphere, no acceptable mechanism or theory has been given

that explains adequately how the sun controls meteorological and other features

in the lower atmosphere [e.g. Hargreaves 1979; MeCormar and Seliga 1979;

Gregory 1982; Eddy et al. 1982; Gribbin i.98 J. , .

The £2-year cycle of dominant magnetic polarity, the 11-year sunspot

cycle, the S7-day solar rotation, solar coronal holes, solar flares,..., etc.

have been correlated with a number of events and parameters in the atmosphere

that range from rainfall to ionospheric total electron content [e.g. Willett 1965;

King 1973a, 1973b; Hargreaves 1979; HcConaac and Seliga 1979; Gregory 1982;

Holweger et al. 1983]. Solar irradiance (i.e. the radiant solar flux at the

Earth) has been observed to vary by amplitudes of up to about ±0,2% On time

scales of weeks and days [Sofia and Endal 1982]. It has to "be noted that

absorption processes between the Earth and the sun cause negligible changes

in the solar irradiance because the material between the sun and Earth has

a Very small optical depth with the exception of solar eclipses [e.g. Sofia

and Endal 1982], On time scales of few years, the solar irradiance has been

observed to change by about 0.1? [Eddy et al. 1932]. But sufficient explanation

of the observed climatic variations during the last century can be made on

the basis of a change of the order of 0,5% in the incoming radiation [Budyko

1969]. Moreover, an ice age can be started by a prolonged decrease in the

incoming radiation larger than a few per cent [Sellers 1969; Wetherald and

Manabe 19751. On this basis, it is clear that the observed solar irradiance

variations have insignificant effects upon the surface temperature as well as

the weather in comparison with the actual weather and temperature changes

[Eddy et al. 1982]. Although relationships between climate and volcanic

dust veils have been claimed [Lamb 1970; Oliver 1976], studies thereafter

[Mass and Schneider 1977] indicated that data derived from volcanic signals

cannot provide reliable sunspot influence. In general, all the mechanisms

and theories suggested previously to account for the solar-terrestrial

relationships could not, unfortunately, explain satisfactorily how the

vastly powerful variations in the lower atmosphere can be controlled by or

through the mechanisms proposed [Willis 19T6; Mass and Schneider 1977].

In this section we propose a mechanism that appears to explain

adequately the solar-terrestrial relationships. Comparisons between the

proposed theory and previous observations (both short-term and long-term)

yield excellent agreement.

5.2 Proposed theory

Due to the Earth's rotation (about its axis) in front of the sun,

each part- of the Earth and the atmospheric portion above it are systematically

exposed onto the direct inflow of solar radiation from sunrise up to sunset,

and effectively kept out of the direct stream of solar energy from sunset

up to sunrise. This process goes on continuously on a regular pattern.

Owing to the fact that each part of the Earth receives direct solar energy

in discrete samples rather than continuously, the solar energy that gets into

each part of the Earth's surface (and the atmosphere about i t ) over a stretch

of time acquires regular time-dependent intensity variations whose periods

depend, in part, upon the "sampling" influence of the Earth as well as the

overall length of the stretch of time involved. Even if the solar irradiance

remains perfectly constant over a given stretch of time, the samples of solar

energy received by a given portion on the Earth's surface together with the

atmosphere above it during this stretch of time will collectively give rise

to non-zero frequency variations in the energy content of the part in

question in the same way that the exact Fourier transform of samples digitised

out of a time-stretch of a perfectly constant signal does have a predominantly

high peak at zero frequency and a number of relatively small secondary peaks

at other non-zero frequencies. During normal analysis of signals, these

secondary maxima (which are created as a result of the sampling process) are

- 9 -
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always ignored sincf;, in the cases where large numbers of data are involved,

the largest among these secondary peaks has an amplitude that is only about

21$ of that of the amplitude of the constant signal '.:;. ^Jve-il. However, we

cannot afford to ignore such secondary peaks when dealing with solar irradiance

signals or records because we know that prolonged variations In the Earth's

heat energy which are effectively similar to those that would result from a

corresponding variation of a few per cent in solar irradiance can cause

considerably changes in the weather.

Suppose that the solar irradiance between a stretch of time that

extends from t = 0 up to t = J is represented by time-dependent function E(t)

which is made up of a constant-amplitude component R_ and variable components.

Thus we may express R(t) as follows:

L
C '

R ( t ) = R + > R ( t ) . (7 )
n = 1

where R (t) is a regular function with radian frequency — and that R (t)
n 1 m

n
ia not a harmonic of R (t) for any m or n (̂  in) equal to or less than

the integer L. We denote by PT(to) the magnitude of the Fourier transform
J

of the time-dependent samples of direct solar energy that fall onto a certain

portion of the Earth's surface and the atmospheric part above i t from t = 0

up to t = J. I t is assumed that this portion is located sufficiently close

to the Equator so that we may ignore any effects of the sun's "apparent"

movements between equinoxes upon P (&j) . Effectively we are assuming that
J

at any mid-day ( i .e . noon) for the Earth's surface portion'in question,during

the period from t = 0 up to t = J, the sun is vertically (or at least

approximately vertically) above that portion of the Earth's surface.

In order to derive the expression for P (ti>) , we can assume, from

the mathematical point of view, that from t = 0 up to t - J, the portion of

the Earth's surface mentioned above together with the atmospheric part above

i t received direct solar energy by "sampling" a continuous cross-section of

solar energy stream using cosinusoidally shaped or cosinusoidally-edged

sampling pulses each of which has a time length equal to the length from

sunrise to sunset. Then the time separation between adjacent samples is

equal to the length between mid-day and adjacent mid-day. On this basis,

ue can make use of a technique given elsewhere [Njau 1982a; see also

appendix] to show that

r xfo*xf(Ja0w)cosU^)

L
q

J
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L

(3)

where (uj) = Fourier transform of a constant signal (with amplitude R^)

that s t retches continuously for a time length J ,

(j) - Fourier transform of E (t.) ,

h = a constant,

V = number of complete wavelengths contained in R ( t ) ,

T = W X + u ,n n n '

% — time distance between one mid—day point and the mid-day point

of the next adjacent day, I .e . about 2.h hours for an equatorial

location,

\ = i*rn " *SJ 2fx + V
<j> = i n i t i a l phase of R (t .) ,

final phase of S Ct),
n

constant for a given n,

constant for a given n,

d> sn

(<X)

d = duration from sunrise to time at which the sun gets directly

overhead,

d. = duration from when the sun starts moving off overhead position

to sunset,

-13-

and

d3 =

J =

duration in which the sun remains directly overhead,

do + l d i '
do + d i '

(M-l)X + d3 + d^ .

A detai led analysis of Eq.(8) shows that owing to the presence of

a constant component in R( t ) , PT(w) wi l l contain, apart from a constant term

of amplitude hRn, small variat ions at frequencies (radian) given by the

equat ion

. (u RJ
2n + 1 (9)

where n » 1,2,3,... The amplitude A of a secondary variation in Pj(w)

whose radian frequency is given by Ei}.(9) is of the form

'+(»*-'
(10)

For a considerably large value of J, the amplitudes of the variations in

PT(uj) whose frequencies can be obtained by substituting 1 and 35, respectively,
J

for n in Eq.(o.) are 0,208 hE and 0.009 hR . This means that the component

In P (ui) (from Eq.(9)) whose frequency J « jj^ can, by Itself, produce

changes in the atmosphere and on the Earth which are equivalent to those that

would correspondingly be caused by a 20.855 change in the constant component

of the solar irradiance. It is important to note at this juncture that

according to observations, the constant component of solar irradiance con-

stitutes more than 98? of the overall amplitude of the solar irradiance.

quite clearly, the variations represented by Eqs.(9) and (10) are capable of

producing changes In the atmosphere and weather of magnitudes comparable to

the largest change in the atmosphere and weather that has ever teen observed.

This remains true even after talcing care of the fraction (~ 30$) of the

incident solar radiation that is reflected directly back into space as well

as any other worthwhile adjustments. In the next sub-section, we shall show

that periodicities calculated on the basis of Eq..(9) agree quite well with

corresponding periodicities of very long-period and relatively short-period

variations deduced from experimental data.
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As expected, the main fea tures of P (u)) incorporate peaks corresponding
2-TT 2-ir 21T

to each of the radian frequencies — , | J _ Unfortunately, but

also inevitably, PT(cj) will also show up peaks corresponding to the harmonic

frequencies of all the L expected frequencies, i.e. at o ) a ~^~ for

m = 2,3,..., •—• ; iiJ = =^- for m = 2,3,..., £=• ;...; (jJ= -ST" for
WL 2 L

m = 2,3,.,., -T- . This means that as a consequence of the sampling process
of the Earth upon the variable components of R(t), P (w) will house the

"expected"variations at frequencies Ui = for n = 1,2,...,L as well as

2lrm

"unexpected" variations at frequencies OJ = — — for n = 1,2,...,L and
W n

m = 2,3,..., — . Observations of a 5,5-year half sunspot cycle [e.g.

Willett 19651 are not, therefore, unexpected. The recent draught in

Australia (which has been assessed as the worst since the start of white

settlement therein in the l8th century) has been related to the "Southern

Oscillation", an extreme shift in atmospheric pressure across the South

Pacific. This oscillation is "believed [TIME MAGAZINE, 28 March 1983] to occur

after every H to 5 years or thereabout.

As indicated earlier, Eq.(8) is most suited for locations that are

sufficiently near the Equator. However, it can easily be modified in order

to apply very accurately to any location on the Earth. A global picture can

be produced by applying appropriate versions of Eq.(8) to different parts cf

the Earth and atmosphere, and taking into account interactions among different

parts. Whatever the case, no part of the Earth or atmosphere appears immune

to the energy oscillations derived from the constant component of the incoming

solar energy stream by the sampling mechanism of the Earth,

5.3 Comparison with observations

As previous long-term and short-term observations have shown, more

than 98$ of the overall solar irradiance is made up of a constant component.

We have shown in the previous section that the factors that predominantly

control (or are quite capable of controlling) any normal sizeable weather or

climate changes are the relatively massive constant component in the solar

energy radiation stream directed towards the Earth as well as the "sampling

process" accorded to this massive constant component by the Earth through

its rotation. As the Earth rotates and hence samples the constant component

of the incoming solar energy streams, energy oscillations are built up in

-15-

different parts of the Earth and the atmosphere. The periods of these

oscillations depend upon the lengths of the-time-stretches involved as

illustrated in Eq.(9). The periods thus can vary from a few days up to and

even beyond thousands of years. The amplitudes of these energy oscillations

around us are significantly large as can be concluded from Eq.(lO). As far

as the fairly short-period oscillations are concerned, there are likely to be

substantital phase differences between different places on the Earth and in

the atmosphere. However, as far as the extremely long-period oscillations

are concerned, any phase differences between different locations on the Earth

or in the atmosphere will be very insignificant. In addition to the

oscillations derived from the constant component of the solar energy stream,

there are the other relatively weaker oscillations imparted upon the Earth

and the atmosphere due to the variable component of the solar irradiance.

Below we present a comparison of results obtained on the basis of our theory

and results based upon experimental observations made in the USA and India.

Svalgaard [1976] reported calculations of the ratios of deuterium to

hydrogen in the rings of Bristlecone pine trees in California over a period

of 1000 years. The ratios effectively indicate the temperatures at the times

when the woods were formed. The 1000-years long data were Fourier-analysed,

and among the significant peaks detected were those at periods 6T0 years, 290

years and 22 years. While i t appears that the latter period is related to

the 22-year cycle of dominant magnetic polarity, we think that the other two

long periods ( i .e . 610 years and 29O years) are related to energy oscillations

derived from the constant component of the incoming solar energy stream over

a time-length of 1000 years. If this is the case we should then be able to

reproduce these two periods from Eq.(9), According to the latter equation,

the largest period and largest amplitude oscillation that is formed in 10OO

years has a period (l is substituted for n in Eq.(9)) of 667 years. How if

we substitute 3 for n in Eq.(9), we get a period of 286 years. It is clear

in this case that the observed periods agree quite well with those calculated

on the basis of the theory given herein.

In 1981 Dewan reported a spectral analysis of zonal wind and rainfall

in India. The length of the data employed extended from May to October 1971*-

In the analysis process, the data were cosine-filtered in order to eliminate

any periodicities greater than 50 days. The final result was that oscillations

were established with periods 2-3 weeks, 7-10 days and U-6 days. In this case,

we think that these observed oscillations are very likely to have been caused

by the energy oscillations derived from the constant component of the solar

energy stream betweeh May and October 197I4. If we assume a time-length of

-16-



k to 6 months (I.e.,120 to 180 days), we can reproduce all the observed periods

(i.e. 2-3 weeks, 1-10 days' and k-6 days) exactly from Eq,(9) through the

substitutions n - 8, n = 17 and n = 30, respectively. More comparisons are

summarized in lable 1.

VI. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

A method developed previously by the author has been used to derive

distortions that are incorporated into frequency spectra of signals as a result

of the shapes of the sampling-pulses involved. The shapes particularly

examined are trapezoid shapes, exponentially edged shapes as well as

cosinusoidally edged shapes. Among the observations made is that if trapezoid

pulses or exponentially-edges pulses are used to digitise signals, the main

features of the signals involved may not appear in the frequency spectra of

the corresponding sampled data when parameters of the sampling pulses are

related in certain defined ways. This observation, however, does not apply to

cosinusoid&lly-edged pulses or even to pulses with cosine-squared edges.

Finally, the technique used in these analyses, is employed in developing a

theory that appears to account adequately for the observed solar terrestrial

relationships.
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APPENDIX

Let f . ( t ) denote the inverse Fourier transform of the "unmagnituded"

form of P (W). Then i t can be shown (e.g. by application of the method given
J

in Iljau [1982a])that

(A.I)

where t = a constant;

r(t) = function that represents a signal of constant amplitude RQ and

which stretches continuously from t = 0 up to t - (H-l)\ + d^ + d

COsp0(y-d0) - *(y-do)l for 0 * y < dQ,

d d
^ ) - *(y-d, - — ) for

for i y £

= 0 (or undefined) otherwise;

y = t - nA >j

= cosp1(x-d3) O(x-d3) - *(x-

= 0 (or undefined) otherwise;

- mT

for O .<. x < d Q ,

for < x *

t - n i
and

t (t) = 0 for all (WnVn-l)A + d3 +

= 1 for all (WnVn-l)A +

^ >, pX + m

+ d^ < pX +
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TIME

Typical shape of an exponentially-edged pulse.
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